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Australian and Commonwealth
Republicanism
JONATHAN RITCHIE AND DON MARKWELL
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ABSTRACT When republics, beginning with India in 1949, were ﬁrst admitted to the
Commonwealth of Nations, Australia remained strongly attached to the Crown and the King’s
(later the Queen’s) role as Head of the Commonwealth. Indeed, many Australians had seen a
shared Crown as axiomatic, and a symbol of Commonwealth unity. Despite bursts of
republicanism in Australia during the 19th and 20th centuries, it was not until the 1990s that a
republic appeared likely. One historic driver of anti-British Australian republicanism has been the
Irish heritage of many Australians. As republicanism grew, it was important that Australia could
remain in the Commonwealth as a republic. The past decade has seen a stronger sentiment in
Australia than in the other ‘old Dominions’—New Zealand and Canada—that national
independence and identity require the symbol of a home-grown head of state, rather than one
seen as British. The growth of republicanism in such countries, and in Britain itself, would be
likely to encourage republicanism in Australia. Australia’s republican majority has been
frustrated by its inability to agree on a model for parliamentary selection or direct election of the
president. No Commonwealth country provides a model which Australians ﬁnd compelling.
KEY WORDS: Republic, Commonwealth, monarchy, Australia, Canada, New Zealand
The ‘New Commonwealth’—Including Republics
Among the many momentous events of 1949 was a vexed decision made by the
leaders of the Commonwealth to allow India to remain within the Commonwealth as
a republic. This ran counter to the doctrine, prominent in Australia, that the Crown
should be indivisible, and that shared allegiance to the Crown was essential to
Commonwealth unity. This controversial 1949 decision—enshrined in history as the
London Declaration—served as a precedent for constitutional arrangements in the
wave of decolonization in the British Empire that was gathering momentum. It
permitted many former British colonies to adopt republican status and choose their
own head of state, while becoming or continuing as ‘‘free and equal members of the
Commonwealth of Nations, freely cooperating in the pursuit of peace, liberty and
progress’’ (Crisp, 1963, pp. 285 – 286). The London Declaration helped ease the
transition to independence of many of the former colonies and helped lay the
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foundations of the contemporary Commonwealth—in the words of the Singapore
Declaration of 1971—as a ‘‘voluntary association of independent sovereign states,
each responsible for its own policies, consulting and cooperating in the common
interests of their peoples and in the promotion of international understanding and
world peace’’ (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1971).
Nearly six decades after the London Declaration the majority of Commonwealth
members are republics, with their heads of state being chosen from among their own
citizens. Of the rest, some are monarchies in their own right, and 16 have remained as
constitutional monarchies with Queen Elizabeth II as head of state. These are
predominantly small developing nations, located in the Caribbean or the South
Paciﬁc, but also include the three former Dominions of Australia, Canada and New
Zealand, as well as the UK itself. The question of whether each of these four larger
nations should similarly become republics has arisen from time to time during their
recent histories, and today a debate continues in each country.
Australia has had a prominent republican movement over the past 15 years,
culminating in a 1999 referendum on whether to amend the Constitution and make
Australia a republic. While the failure of the constitutional amendment proposal at
this referendum has helped to relegate the issue to the sidelines for the time being, the
question of whether Australia should become a republic has not entirely
disappeared. A recent Senate inquiry has made a number of recommendations that,
if followed, will see further consultation and the promise of another referendum.
Many people in other member states of the Commonwealth, not least those which,
like Australia, have remained as constitutional monarchies but with an active
republican movement, are observing developments in Australia with interest.
While the London Declaration enabled republics to be members of the
Commonwealth, states which transform from constitutional monarchies into
republics need to reapply formally for such membership. In practice this has not
represented a signiﬁcant hurdle, providing that the process of becoming a republic
has been seen as expressing the popular will. Nevertheless, and particularly in the
1990s, some Australians have been concerned that transformation to a republic
might jeopardize Australia’s membership of, and relations within, the Common-
wealth. This reﬂects a continuing warmth in Australia, at least in the 1990s, among a
signiﬁcant body of people for the Commonwealth as an association and as a web of
familiar, almost familial, international relationships. Allaying concerns that
Australia’s membership of the Commonwealth might be threatened, the Common-
wealth Secretary-General at the time of the republic referendum, Chief Emeka
Anyaoku, explained succinctly that ‘‘whatever the outcome of the referendum, there
is no question of Australia’s membership of the Commonwealth being in doubt’’
(1999). The Queen, too, following the referendum, reminded Australians in a speech
at the Sydney Opera House on 20 March 2000 that ‘‘the future of the monarchy in
Australia is an issue for . . . the Australian people . . . alone to decide by democratic
and constitutional means’’, and reassured Australians that, ‘‘whatever the future
may bring’’, her ‘‘lasting respect and deep aﬀection for Australia and Australians
everywhere will remain as strong as ever’’. For some states, among which Australia is
prominent, the question of whether to become a republic is closely connected with
perceptions of national identity. The basis for the Commonwealth as established by,
and since, the London Declaration means it can be assumed that, if a referendum is
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held making Australia a republic, Australia’s membership of the Commonwealth
would continue. Australia has been described by Secretary-General Don McKinnon
(2006) as ‘‘a mainstay of our Commonwealth’’ (a phrase to be used sparingly, so as
not to identify and alienate the ‘non-mainstays’). Should this ‘mainstay’ become a
republic, this is likely to have some ramiﬁcations for the development of
republicanism elsewhere in the Commonwealth, not least in the three other large
and economically developed constitutional monarchies, Canada, New Zealand and
the UK.
Australian Republicanism
Australian republicanism has a long pedigree, and has historically been essentially
about asserting Australian independence from Britain and a separate Australian
identity unencumbered by what is widely seen as a British monarchy. There has been
only very limited popular sense of the Crown as one that is shared with many other
countries, or that has become a speciﬁcally Australian monarchy, despite the Queen
since 1973 being titled ‘Queen of Australia’. The waxing and waning of
republicanism has been intertwined with the course of Australia’s relationship with
Britain, and one historic driver of anti-British Australian republicanism has been the
Irish Catholic heritage of a signiﬁcant minority of Australians.
Prominent in the last part of the 19th century, when it was bound up in concepts
of Australian identity, nationalism and xenophobia, Australian republicanism was
left to wither for most of the 20th century. With Australian Federation in 1901, the
ambitions of many Australians concerning their national identity were fulﬁlled, and
the obvious beneﬁts of retaining the imperial defensive shield, as well as economic
relationships (especially with Great Britain), favoured the continuation of the
imperial link. Successive agreements, such as those made at imperial conferences in
1926 and 1930, the 1931 Statute of Westminster, and the 1932 Ottawa trade
agreements, led to a more reﬁned understanding of Australia’s separate identity,
while it still remained an integral part of the British Commonwealth (as it then
was)—like Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, the Irish Free State and
Newfoundland—as a Dominion. The 1949 conference of Commonwealth prime
ministers, which resulted in the London Declaration, saw the Australian Prime
Minister, Ben Chiﬂey, playing an important role in what was to determine the
constitutional structure of the Commonwealth; this debate did not seriously question
the continuing reliance of Commonwealth members on the Crown in some form
(Bongiorno, 2005). From 1949 the conservative leadership of Prime Minister Robert
Menzies (1949 – 66) saw a continuing strong relationship between Australia and the
monarchy, despite great social change, including signiﬁcant non-British immigration
to Australia.
Towards the end of Menzies’ prime ministership there were signs that the status
quo was changing, however, shown not least in Australian willingness to participate
with the USA in conﬂict in Indochina. During the 1960s the relationship between
Australia and the monarchy was again questioned: Donald Horne’s The Lucky
Country (1964) and Geoﬀrey Dutton’s symposium on Australia and the Monarchy
(1966) were two inﬂuential books that gave prominence to the issue. By the early
1970s, and especially with the election of Gough Whitlam’s Labor government in
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1972, many Australians were reconsidering their national identity, evident both in
politics and in a resurgence of focus on Australianness in ﬁlm, music, writing and in
other ways.
Although not in itself suﬃcient to create a powerful republican movement, the
dismissal in November 1975 of Whitlam by the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, to
resolve the parliamentary deadlock on supply, prompted more Australians to
question the continuing links with the Crown. The factors that had been emerging in
the previous decades—such as increased non-British immigration and greater
aﬄuence—were joined by multiculturalism at home and a more multilateral foreign
policy, and in the 1980s republican sentiment was increasingly evident. Legislative
changes were made, such as the Australia Act of 1986, which removed the role of the
British government in the appointment of state governors and ended the last vestiges
of appeals from Australian courts to the Privy Council. A Constitutional
Commission was established in 1985, and asked to undertake a comprehensive
review of the constitution, to report by the bicentenary year of 1988. Its Committee
on Executive Government was chaired by the Governor-General who succeeded
Kerr from 1977 to 1982, Sir Zelman Cowen. Although this committee explored the
question of a transition to a republic in some depth, it recommended against
proceeding in this direction at that stage, judging that the time for this was not yet
right (Constitutional Commission, 1988; Cowen, 2006, p. 376).
By the mid-1980s it was clear that the process of the Australianization of the
Crown had moved a considerable distance (Markwell, 1987). The Queen was by then
formally Queen of Australia. Her federal representative in Australia was invariably
an Australian who was appointed on the advice of the Australian Prime Minister,
and her representatives in the states were appointed on the advice of the relevant
state Premier. It was possible in the 1980s to argue that this process of
Australianization of the Crown meant that it was not necessary to a strong sense
of independent Australian identity to take the further step of becoming a republic.
Indeed, this interpretation has persisted: one (factually inaccurate) argument of some
monarchists is that the Governor-General has somehow become Australia’s head of
state, and that Australia thus already has a home-grown head of state (Smith, 2005,
p. 230). On the other hand, some argued that the process of Australianization
pointed towards the next, supposedly ‘inevitable’ step of Australia’s becoming a
republic; the core argument is that the full expression of Australia’s national identity
requires a head of state who is Australian.
Despite the cautious approach advocated by the Constitutional Commission in
1988, republican sentiment continued to grow in the early 1990s. In 1991 the
Australian Republican Movement (ARM) was established, with the aim that
‘‘Australia’s Head of State would be an Australian citizen chosen by Australians,
and that this could be achieved in time for the centenary of Australia’s Federation on
1 January 2001’’ (Australian Republican Movement, 2001). Support for a republic—
which had averaged around 28% in opinion polls across the years from 1975 to
1988—jumped to 36% in mid-1991 (Roy Morgan Research, 1998). Later that year
Paul Keating became Prime Minister, the sixth since Federation of Irish Catholic
background (all bar one of them Labor). Keating was a ﬁrm republican, who was
seen by some as drawing on the history of anti-British sentiment among Australians
of Irish descent in his support for republicanism (although he has said that his
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support for a republic was not linked to his Irish heritage (1993)). It has been said
that, although not one of his cabinet ministers was a monarchist, he was the only
avowed republican (Kirby, 2000). Keating’s approach, the high proﬁle of the ARM,
and the salacious revelations appearing at the time in the media about members of
the Royal Family, stimulated further support for a republic among Australians: by
April 1993 this had reached 52% (Roy Morgan Research, 1998). A Republican
Advisory Committee was appointed, and asked to produce options for making the
transition to a republic with the least constitutional changes. It concluded that ‘‘the
only constitutional change . . . required to make Australia a completely republican
system of government is to remove the monarch’’, and put forward proposals to
achieve this (Republican Advisory Committee, 1993, p. 1).
In parliament on 7 June 1995 Keating connected the push for a republic in the
1990s with that of a century earlier, reiterating his belief that ‘‘our Head of State
should be one of us’’, and proposing parliamentary selection of a president (House of
Representatives, 1995, p. 1434). The following day, John Howard, the leader of the
Liberal –National Party coalition, then in opposition, pledged that, should the
coalition win the next election, a Constitutional Convention to consider the question
of whether Australia should become a republic, and what form this should take,
would convene. In 1996 the coalition took oﬃce, and the promised convention
assembled in February 1998.
Following 10 days of sometimes bitter debate the convention adopted the motion
‘‘that this Convention supports, in principle, Australia becoming a republic’’. It also
adopted a further resolution on the method of choosing the president that involved
the nomination by the Prime Minister and opposition leader of a candidate and
required a two-thirds majority of the Australian parliament, sitting in joint session
(Constitutional Convention, 1998, pp. 946, 982). This model was put to the people in
a referendum in November 1999 amid vigorous debate. Both during the convention
and the referendum campaign an important factor was the disappointment of many
Australians that the president was not to be directly elected by the people. There was
concern expressed that the model agreed by the convention was a hasty compromise
by a group of ‘elites’ (Kirby, 2000; Irving, 2000; Lavarch, 2000). Despite a clear
majority of supporters for a republic, many republicans joined with those advocating
the ‘No’ case, rather than opting for a republic that they considered less than
satisfactory. Such disagreement among republican supporters led to the defeat in the
referendum both of the republic proposal (with 45% of the vote), and of the
proposal to insert into the constitution a preamble about Australian identity (with
39% of the vote) (Australian Electoral Commission, 1999).
The defeat of the republic proposal was a major blow to the republican movement
in Australia. Although support for a republic has continued to be strong, with 51%
of Australians in a 2005 opinion poll still in favour (Roy Morgan Research, 2005), it
has been diﬃcult for the pro-republican forces to retain the momentum gained
before the referendum. The ‘minimalist’ model that was oﬀered in the referendum
failed to galvanize the Australian electorate, and attempts within the republican
movement to overcome this have not resulted in a clearly articulated statement of a
single preferred model for a republic likely to attract broad support across varying
strands of republican sentiment. Shortly after the referendum Prime Minister
Howard played down any possibility of the issue arising again ‘‘in a hurry’’
Australian and Commonwealth Republicanism 731
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(Howard, 1999); subsequent events have proved his prediction to be correct,
although following a convention in the country town of Corowa in December 2001
and a Senate Inquiry in 2004 there has been some further attention to the issue
(Australian Republican Movement, 2001; Senate, 2004, pp. 1, 4).
A notable public convert to republicanism in the mid-1990s had been Sir Zelman
Cowen, the Governor-General who had brought a ‘touch of healing’ after the 1975
dismissal. In June 2006 media attention was given to the statement in his memoirs
that, whereas he had previously supported a republic only if the selection of the
president was by special majority of parliament, he was now willing to support a
directly elected presidency if this was the only means to secure a republic (Kirby,
2006). Soon afterwards Peter Costello, the conservative but republican Treasurer
and potential Prime Minister, again publicly asserted the ultimate inevitability of a
republic (The Age, 2006). Having learned the lessons from the failure in 1999, he and
other republicans acknowledge that success, should it arrive, will not be in keeping
with an artiﬁcial deadline such as the 2001 centenary of Federation.
Republicanism in the Commonwealth
Of the 31 republics currently in the Commonwealth, only 12 were so constituted on
gaining their independence or joining the Commonwealth (Commonwealth
Secretariat, 2006a). This means that 19 current Commonwealth member states have
followed the precedent established by India in 1949, and become republics following
a period with the monarch as head of state. With few exceptions, this has been
accomplished without disturbing relations of the country within the Commonwealth;
the process by which a country in this situation was required to reapply for
membership has been regarded generally as a formality only. Only when other, and
particularly egregious, factors have been in existence has the Commonwealth taken
action against the continued membership of states becoming republics. This was the
case, for example, of South Africa in 1961, when Prime Minister Verwoerd withdrew
the application to rejoin the Commonwealth rather than risk rejection as a result of
the racist policy of apartheid and heavy-handed response to internal dissent (Hamill,
1995, p. 13). Other members have left the Commonwealth from time to time,
including Fiji in 1987 when its membership was allowed to lapse after its conversion
to a republic following two coups d’e´tat (Commonwealth Secretariat, 2006b).
Generally, however, a decision by a member state to adopt a republican form of
government is not considered to constitute, of itself, reason for the country to leave
the Commonwealth.
In the Commonwealth member states that are not republics the extent of
republicanism varies. In the Caribbean both Barbados and Jamaica have shown
indications of moving to a republic, and there is some interest in this in Antigua and
Barbuda, and Grenada (MacAskill, 2000; Thomas, 2005). In the Paciﬁc a
referendum on a republic has been promised in Tuvalu but so far has not taken
place (Tuvalu News, 2002). In other small nations in both locations, however,
support for the continuation of the constitutional monarchy remains strong.
Following Australia, the strongest interest in republicanism is evident in New
Zealand, where there is an active republican movement. As in Australia, this
movement has a lengthy history but has gained momentum in recent decades, linked
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not least to observation of events in Australia. New Zealand prime ministers from
both the major political parties have expressed support for a republic: Jim Bolger of
the National Party in 1994, and the current Prime Minister, Labour’s Helen Clark,
who in November 2004 established a parliamentary select committee to review
aspects of New Zealand’s constitution. The committee’s inquiry was regarded by
many at the time as a way of considering becoming a republic (Rowan, 2004). Its
2005 report made three recommendations on the discussion of constitutional change
and the improvement in public understanding of these issues. Several submissions to
the inquiry took up the matter of a republic, and arguments for and against have
echoed, to a degree, developments in Australia. On the other hand, popular support
for a republic, as measured in opinion polls (albeit of varying reliability) has
remained relatively low. In one poll in July 2005 it was reported that only 27% of
New Zealanders considered the country should become a republic (Scanlon, 2005),
while a more recent poll, in January 2006, showed public support for a republic at
35%, with 46% against changing from the current constitutional monarchy (Sunday
Star Times, 2006).
In Canada support for a republic has also been signiﬁcantly less than in Australia.
To a large extent this has been thanks to the close proximity of the USA, with its
long history of republican government, and the need of Canadians to diﬀerentiate
themselves from their North American neighbours. In Canada the issue of
republicanism has been kept to the margins of political discourse for most of the
recent past. Most Canadians pay little attention to the possibility of a republic
(Smith, 1999).
As with Australia and New Zealand, Canada’s history has been as a ‘Dominion’
within the Commonwealth and its relationship with the UK has evolved in a way
that has meant greater and greater independence of its legislatures and courts. The
Canada Act, passed by the British Parliament in 1982, ended any legislative
relationship between the UK and Canada, but it also established that changes to the
Canadian Constitution require the approval of all 10 Canadian provinces, and this
has made any transformation to a republic extremely diﬃcult. Events in Australia
during the 1990s as the republican movement developed were noted, and there was a
diminution of support for the monarchy as the decade unfolded. An opinion poll
taken in 1997, when support in Australia for a republic was growing, suggested that
41% of Canadians were in favour of abolishing the monarchy on the death of the
current Queen, although nearly as many (39%) were indiﬀerent to the matter. Only
18% of those surveyed still believed that the link with the monarchy should remain
(Aubry, 1997). This level of anti-monarchical feeling has continued to grow, to the
extent that 55% of Canadians in 2005 favoured a separation from the monarchy at
the end of the Queen’s reign (IPSOS News Center, 2005). In 2002 a group similar to
the Australian Republican Movement, Citizens for a Canadian Republic, was
formed, aiming to ‘‘promote discussion and help raise awareness of the clear
advantages of amending The Constitution to allow for a democratically chosen
Canadian to serve as head of state’’ (Citizens for a Canadian Republic, 2006). In
April 2004 the Canadian House of Commons Standing Committee on Government
Operations and Estimates recommended an inquiry that would take into account
‘‘the mandate, constitutional role, responsibilities, and future evolution of the Oﬃce
of the Governor-General of Canada (the Head of State)’’ (House of Commons,
Australian and Commonwealth Republicanism 733
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2004). Hopes among Canadian republicans for such a review were dashed when the
government chose to focus on the budgetary aspects of the Governor-General
instead of looking more broadly at the evolution of the oﬃce (Citizens for a
Canadian Republic, 2006).
While the appeal of republicanism to Canadians reﬂects a degree of indiﬀerence to
the monarchy, and indeed some concern about some members of the Royal Family,
there is a substantial admiration in Canada (as elsewhere) for the Queen herself
(Watts, 2006) and at the same time a widespread lack of recognition of the
Governor-General. There has been no factor in Canada comparable to the 1975
dismissal in Australia, which brought the role of the Governor-General into greater
public attention, and controversy, than ever before. A stronger factor in the way of
any potential move towards a Canadian republic is that the relationship with the
monarchy has helped, rather than hindered, Canadians to deﬁne their own identity
in the face of the USA: ‘‘it is a symbol of Canadian sovereignty, and evidence of a
tradition that marks Canadians oﬀ as North Americans with a diﬀerence’’ (Evans,
2002). Some in Canada have noted the confusion and disputation which have
surrounded the hitherto unsuccessful moves towards a republic in Australia, and the
absence of a republican model able to command general consensus there, and have
wished to avoid that fate for Canada, with its own complex issues of national unity.
As in other parts of the Commonwealth, turmoil within the Royal Family itself
has led some Britons to question the continuation of the monarchy in the UK—the
latest in the very occasional waves of British republican sentiment. In opinion polls
in high-circulation newspapers such as The News of the World and The Daily Mirror,
signiﬁcant numbers of those surveyed favoured either the election of a head of state
once the Queen dies, or at least the passing of the Crown to her grandson, Prince
William, bypassing the Prince of Wales (ICM Research, 1998; 2003). Other
newspapers, including The Guardian and The Independent, have actively questioned
the continuing relevance of the monarchy to contemporary British life (Hattersley,
2002; The Independent, 1996), and there is an apparently growing body of opinion in
favour of a move to a republic. A wide range of anti-monarchist groups has been
established but, despite disenchantment with members of the Royal Family among
the British public, it is unlikely that there will be republican support in the UK
comparable to that in Australia, at least during the Queen’s reign. The present
authors doubt if the accession of Prince Charles to the throne will prove as
problematic as many people have speculated.
An interesting development is the linkage, under the umbrella of ‘Common
Cause’, of the principal republican movements in the UK, Canada, New Zealand
and Australia. This alliance brings a Commonwealth perspective to the question of
republicanism, and is intended to provide a framework through which republicans in
the four states can share ideas and resources, acknowledging their common heritage
(Australian Republican Movement, 2006).
Australian Republicanism and the Republicanization of the Commonwealth?
As well as widespread indiﬀerence and some hostility, the Commonwealth continues
to exert some attachment—from mild to strong—among many people in Australia:
this, as well as keen sporting competitiveness, was reﬂected in the great interest in
734 J. Ritchie and D. Markwell
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Australia in the 2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games. It is widely considered
important that membership of this association not be jeopardized, and a part of the
ambivalence surrounding Australia’s move to a republic in the past has been the
concern that this might prejudice the continuing good relations enjoyed by Australia
with other Commonwealth member states. Indeed, one argument was that sharing a
Crown with several other countries was a modest but desirable form of
internationalism—an element of international cooperation and harmony in a
divided world. Given the strong support shown by both the Queen and other
Commonwealth leaders for Australia to make its own mind up about its
constitutional arrangements, rupture of Commonwealth relations is unlikely to take
place should Australia become a republic. However, it is probable that this would
provide some encouragement to republican movements in other parts of the
Commonwealth, not least in New Zealand, Canada and even potentially in the UK.
Australian republicans, for whatever reason, have not identiﬁed a model for an
Australian republic in any other Commonwealth country; indeed, undemocratic
presidential systems in Commonwealth, as in other, countries have been used by
opponents of an Australian republic as examples of the risks of a republic. But a
successfully established Australian republic may provide a kind of model for other
‘old Commonwealth’ countries.
Would the development of an Australian republic, and indeed of republics in such
other ‘mainstays’ of the Commonwealth, endanger the relevance and vitality of the
organization as an association? For several decades in the 20th century it was argued
by constitutional conservatives—for example, Sir Robert Menzies—that any dilution
of the unity of the Crown, let alone development towards a republic, would fatally
weaken the unity of the Commonwealth. Since 1949, however, the Commonwealth
has evolved as an association of modest but real and continuing importance in world
aﬀairs, as an expression and in some ways upholder of shared values and common
heritage, and as an agency of practical cooperation in a wide range of ﬁelds,
including education. The movement of Australia and other ‘mainstays’ of the
Commonwealth towards republican status may test, as may the death of the present
Queen, whether the Commonwealth has achieved viability as an association which
does not rely on the Crown as the glue that holds it together. The present authors are
optimistic that a Commonwealth of republics would remain a Commonwealth of
relevance.
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